Devops Handbook World
Class Reliability
Organizations
If you ally habit such a referred Devops Handbook World Class
Reliability Organizations books that will present you worth,
acquire the certainly best seller from us currently from several
preferred authors. If you desire to humorous books, lots of novels,
tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are as a consequence
launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all book collections Devops
Handbook World Class Reliability Organizations that we will
categorically offer. It is not on the costs. Its about what you habit
currently. This Devops Handbook World Class Reliability
Organizations , as one of the most effective sellers here will
enormously be along with the best options to review.

The DevOps Adoption Playbook
- Sanjeev Sharma 2017-02-28
Achieve streamlined, rapid
production with enterpriselevel DevOps Awarded DevOps
2017 Book of the Year, The
DevOps Adoption Playbook
provides practical, actionable,
real-world guidance on
implementing DevOps at
enterprise scale. Author
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

Sanjeev Sharma heads the
DevOps practice for IBM; in
this book, he provides unique
guidance and insight on
implementing DevOps at large
organizations. Most DevOps
literature is aimed at startups,
but enterprises have unique
needs, capabilities, limitations,
and challenges; "DevOps for
startups" doesn't work at this
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scale, but the DevOps
paradigm can revolutionize
enterprise IT. Deliver highvalue applications and systems
with velocity and agility by
adopting the necessary
practices, automation tools,
and organizational and cultural
changes that lead to innovation
through rapid experimentation.
Speed is an advantage in the
face of competition, but it must
never come at the expense of
quality; DevOps allows your
organization to keep both by
intersecting development,
quality assurance, and
operations. Enterprise-level
DevOps comes with its own set
of challenges, but this book
shows you just how easily they
are overcome. With a slight
shift in perspective, your
organization can stay ahead of
the competition while keeping
costs, risks, and quality under
control. Grasp the full extent of
the DevOps impact on IT
organizations Achieve highvalue innovation and
optimization with low cost and
risk Exceed traditional
business goals with higher
product release efficiency
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

Implement DevOps in largescale enterprise IT
environments DevOps has been
one of IT's hottest trends for
the past decade, and plenty of
success stories testify to its
effectiveness in organizations
of any size, industry, or level of
IT maturity, all around the
world. The DevOps Adoption
Playbook shows you how to get
your organization on board so
you can slip production into the
fast lane and innovate your way
to the top.
Project to Product - Mik
Kersten 2018-11-20
As tech giants and startups
disrupt every market, those
who master large-scale
software delivery will define
the economic landscape of the
21st century, just as the
masters of mass production
defined the landscape in the
20th. Unfortunately, business
and technology leaders are
woefully ill-equipped to solve
the problems posed by digital
transformation. At the current
rate of disruption, half of S&P
500 companies will be replaced
in the next ten years. A new
approach is needed. In Project
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to Product, Value Stream
Network pioneer and
technology business leader Dr.
Mik Kersten introduces the
Flow Framework—a new way
of seeing, measuring, and
managing software delivery.
The Flow Framework will
enable your company’s
evolution from project-oriented
dinosaur to product-centric
innovator that thrives in the
Age of Software. If you’re
driving your organization’s
transformation at any level,
this is the book for you.
Accelerate - Nicole Forsgren
PhD 2018-03-27
Winner of the Shingo
Publication Award Accelerate
your organization to win in the
marketplace. How can we
apply technology to drive
business value? For years,
we've been told that the
performance of software
delivery teams doesn't
matter―that it can't provide a
competitive advantage to our
companies. Through four years
of groundbreaking research to
include data collected from the
State of DevOps reports
conducted with Puppet, Dr.
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

Nicole Forsgren, Jez Humble,
and Gene Kim set out to find a
way to measure software
delivery performance―and
what drives it―using rigorous
statistical methods. This book
presents both the findings and
the science behind that
research, making the
information accessible for
readers to apply in their own
organizations. Readers will
discover how to measure the
performance of their teams,
and what capabilities they
should invest in to drive higher
performance. This book is ideal
for management at every level.
Infrastructure as Code - Kief
Morris 2020-12-08
Six years ago, Infrastructure as
Code was a new concept.
Today, as even banks and other
conservative organizations plan
moves to the cloud,
development teams for
companies worldwide are
attempting to build large
infrastructure codebases. With
this practical book, Kief Morris
of ThoughtWorks shows you
how to effectively use
principles, practices, and
patterns pioneered by DevOps
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teams to manage cloud-age
infrastructure. Ideal for system
administrators, infrastructure
engineers, software
developers, team leads, and
architects, this updated edition
demonstrates how you can
exploit cloud and automation
technology to make changes
easily, safely, quickly, and
responsibly. You'll learn how to
define everything as code and
apply software design and
engineering practices to build
your system from small, loosely
coupled pieces. This book
covers: Foundations: Use
Infrastructure as Code to drive
continuous change and raise
the bar of operational quality,
using tools and technologies to
build cloud-based platforms
Working with infrastructure
stacks: Learn how to define,
provision, test, and
continuously deliver changes to
infrastructure resources
Working with servers and other
platforms: Use patterns to
design provisioning and
configuration of servers and
clusters Working with large
systems and teams: Learn
workflows, governance, and
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

architectural patterns to create
and manage infrastructure
elements
Design, Build, Ship - Sam
Newman 2021-06-04
What's the best way to get
code from your laptop into a
production environment? With
this highly actionable guide,
architects, developers,
engineers, and others in the IT
space will learn everything
from local development builds
to continuous integration and
continuous delivery, and from
mobile, IOT, and containerbased deployments to
infrastructure automation and
testing. Author Sam Newman
(Building Microservices)
provides real-world examples
to depict the end-to-end
journey through today's stateof-the art build and deployment
process. Much has changed in
just a few years: the cloud has
grown, mobile development
has proliferated, DevOps is
finding wider acceptance, and
the IoT is very much in play.
You'll start with the big picture
and then dive into individual
topics that govern modern
software production. This book
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explores: Automated builds,
version control, repeatable
builds, and artifact storage
What continuous integration
includes--and what it doesn't
Version control basics, cherry
picking, release branching,
gitflow, and pull requests Core
tenets of continuous delivery
and the technology behind it
Application deployment topics,
including artifact types and
deployment platforms Why you
should treat testing and
monitoring/alerting as an
inseparable whole How
modules, static linking, and
microservices enable you to
deploy software quickly
Start and Scaling Devops in the
Enterprise - Gary Gruver
2016-12
DevOps is a fundamental shift
in how leading edge companies
are starting to manage their
software and IT work.
Businesses need to move more
quickly than ever before, and
large software organizations
are applying these DevOps
principles to develop new
software faster than anyone
previously thought possible.
DevOps started in small
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

organizations and in large
organizations that had or
created architectures that
enabled small teams to
independently develop, qualify,
and deploy code. The impact on
productivity is so dramatic that
larger organizations with
tightly coupled architectures
are realizing they either need
to embrace DevOps or be left
behind. The biggest challenge
is that they can't just empower
small teams to work
independently because their
legacy architectures require
coordinating the development,
qualification, and deployment
of code across hundreds of
people. They need a DevOps
approach that not only
addresses their unique
challenges, but also helps them
reach an organization-wide
agreement on where to start
and how to scale DevOps. That
is where Starting and Scaling
DevOps in the Enterprise
comes in. Starting and Scaling
DevOps in the Enterprise is a
quick, easy-to-read guide that
helps structure those
improvements by providing a
framework that large
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organizations can use to
understand DevOps principles
in the context of their current
development processes and
gain alignment across the
organization for successful
implementations. The book
illustrates how to analyze your
current development and
delivery processes to ensure
you gain positive momentum by
implementing the DevOps
practices that will have the
greatest immediate impact on
the productivity of your
organization, with the goal of
achieving continuous
improvement over time.
Infrastructure as Code - Kief
Morris 2016-06-09
Virtualization, cloud,
containers, server automation,
and software-defined
networking are meant to
simplify IT operations. But
many organizations adopting
these technologies have found
that it only leads to a fastergrowing sprawl of
unmanageable systems. This is
where infrastructure as code
can help. With this practical
guide, author Kief Morris of
ThoughtWorks shows you how
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

to effectively use principles,
practices, and patterns
pioneered through the DevOps
movement to manage cloud age
infrastructure. Ideal for system
administrators, infrastructure
engineers, team leads, and
architects, this book
demonstrates various tools,
techniques, and patterns you
can use to implement
infrastructure as code. In three
parts, you’ll learn about the
platforms and tooling involved
in creating and configuring
infrastructure elements,
patterns for using these tools,
and practices for making
infrastructure as code work in
your environment. Examine the
pitfalls that organizations fall
into when adopting the new
generation of infrastructure
technologies Understand the
capabilities and service models
of dynamic infrastructure
platforms Learn about tools
that provide, provision, and
configure core infrastructure
resources Explore services and
tools for managing a dynamic
infrastructure Learn specific
patterns and practices for
provisioning servers, building
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server templates, and updating
running servers
The Practice of Cloud
System Administration Thomas A. Limoncelli
2014-09-01
“There’s an incredible amount
of depth and thinking in the
practices described here, and
it’s impressive to see it all in
one place.” —Win Treese,
coauthor of Designing Systems
for Internet Commerce The
Practice of Cloud System
Administration, Volume 2,
focuses on “distributed” or
“cloud” computing and brings a
DevOps/SRE sensibility to the
practice of system
administration. Unsatisfied
with books that cover either
design or operations in
isolation, the authors created
this authoritative reference
centered on a comprehensive
approach. Case studies and
examples from Google, Etsy,
Twitter, Facebook, Netflix,
Amazon, and other industry
giants are explained in
practical ways that are useful
to all enterprises. The new
companion to the best-selling
first volume, The Practice of
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

System and Network
Administration, Second
Edition, this guide offers expert
coverage of the following and
many other crucial topics:
Designing and building modern
web and distributed systems
Fundamentals of large system
design Understand the new
software engineering
implications of cloud
administration Make systems
that are resilient to failure and
grow and scale dynamically
Implement DevOps principles
and cultural changes
IaaS/PaaS/SaaS and virtual
platform selection Operating
and running systems using the
latest DevOps/SRE strategies
Upgrade production systems
with zero down-time What and
how to automate; how to
decide what not to automate
On-call best practices that
improve uptime Why
distributed systems require
fundamentally different system
administration techniques
Identify and resolve resiliency
problems before they surprise
you Assessing and evaluating
your team’s operational
effectiveness Manage the
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scientific process of continuous
improvement A forty-page,
pain-free assessment system
you can start using today
The DevOps Handbook - Gene
Kim 2015-10-07
For decades, technology
leaders have struggled to
balance agility, reliability, and
security, and the consequences
of failure have never been
greater. The effective
management of technology is
critical for business
competitiveness. Highperforming organizations are
2.5 times more likely to exceed
profitability, market share, and
productivity goals. The DevOps
Handbook shows leaders how
to create the cultural norms
and the technical practices
necessary to maximize
organizational learning,
increase employee satisfaction,
and win in the marketplace.
The Visible Ops Handbook Kevin Behr 2005
This concise book offers 'four
steps to control an IT
environment' that can be
mapped 'to any maturity
model'. From the table of
contents: ITIL processes
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

common to the High
Performers; Creat a change
request tracking system; The
Spectrum of Change; Helpful
tips when preparing for an
audit; Generate the DSL
approval process; Metrics and
how to use them.
DevOps For Dummies - Emily
Freeman 2019-08-20
Develop faster with DevOps
DevOps embraces a culture of
unifying the creation and
distribution of technology in a
way that allows for faster
release cycles and more
resource-efficient product
updating. DevOps For
Dummies provides a guidebook
for those on the development
or operations side in need of a
primer on this way of working.
Inside, DevOps evangelist
Emily Freeman provides a
roadmap for adopting the
management and technology
tools, as well as the culture
changes, needed to dive headfirst into DevOps. Identify your
organization’s needs Create a
DevOps framework Change
your organizational structure
Manage projects in the DevOps
world DevOps For Dummies is
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essential reading for
developers and operations
professionals in the early
stages of DevOps adoption.
Cloud Native Security - Chris
Binnie 2021-06-18
Explore the latest and most
comprehensive guide to
securing your Cloud Native
technology stack Cloud Native
Security delivers a detailed
study into minimizing the
attack surfaces found on
today’s Cloud Native
infrastructure. Throughout the
work hands-on examples walk
through mitigating threats and
the areas of concern that need
to be addressed. The book
contains the information that
professionals need in order to
build a diverse mix of the niche
knowledge required to harden
Cloud Native estates. The book
begins with more accessible
content about understanding
Linux containers and container
runtime protection before
moving on to more advanced
subject matter like advanced
attacks on Kubernetes. You’ll
also learn about: Installing and
configuring multiple types of
DevSecOps tooling in CI/CD
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

pipelines Building a forensic
logging system that can
provide exceptional levels of
detail, suited to busy
containerized estates Securing
the most popular container
orchestrator, Kubernetes
Hardening cloud platforms and
automating security
enforcement in the cloud using
sophisticated policies Perfect
for DevOps engineers, platform
engineers, security
professionals and students,
Cloud Native Security will earn
a place in the libraries of all
professionals who wish to
improve their understanding of
modern security challenges.
Lean Enterprise - Jez Humble
2020-07-20
How well does your
organization respond to
changing market conditions,
customer needs, and emerging
technologies when building
software-based products? This
practical guide presents Lean
and Agile principles and
patterns to help you move fast
at scale—and demonstrates
why and how to apply these
paradigms throughout your
organization, rather than with
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just one department or team.
Through case studies, you’ll
learn how successful
enterprises have rethought
everything from governance
and financial management to
systems architecture and
organizational culture in the
pursuit of radically improved
performance. Discover how
Lean focuses on people and
teamwork at every level, in
contrast to traditional
management practices
Approach problem-solving
experimentally by exploring
solutions, testing assumptions,
and getting feedback from real
users Lead and manage largescale programs in a way that
empowers employees,
increases the speed and quality
of delivery, and lowers costs
Learn how to implement ideas
from the DevOps and Lean
Startup movements even in
complex, regulated
environments
Visible Ops Security - Gene
Kim, Sr. 2014-08-01
Site Reliability Engineering Niall Richard Murphy
2016-03-23
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

The overwhelming majority of a
software system’s lifespan is
spent in use, not in design or
implementation. So, why does
conventional wisdom insist that
software engineers focus
primarily on the design and
development of large-scale
computing systems? In this
collection of essays and
articles, key members of
Google’s Site Reliability Team
explain how and why their
commitment to the entire
lifecycle has enabled the
company to successfully build,
deploy, monitor, and maintain
some of the largest software
systems in the world. You’ll
learn the principles and
practices that enable Google
engineers to make systems
more scalable, reliable, and
efficient—lessons directly
applicable to your organization.
This book is divided into four
sections: Introduction—Learn
what site reliability
engineering is and why it
differs from conventional IT
industry practices
Principles—Examine the
patterns, behaviors, and areas
of concern that influence the
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work of a site reliability
engineer (SRE)
Practices—Understand the
theory and practice of an SRE’s
day-to-day work: building and
operating large distributed
computing systems
Management—Explore
Google's best practices for
training, communication, and
meetings that your
organization can use
Sooner Safer Happier Jonathan Smart 2020-11-10
It's no secret that we are living
in the Digital Age. Technology
companies make up seven of
the world's ten largest firms by
market capitalization. And the
key to their success is the key
to all modern organizations.
Jonathan Smart, business
agility practitioner, thought
leader, and coach, reveals the
patterns and antipatterns that
will help organizations from
every industry deliver better
value sooner, safer, and
happier through high levels of
engagement, inclusion, and
empowerment. Through his
decades of experience in the
technology world, Smart
provides business leaders with
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

a blueprint for creating a
world-class organization of the
future. Through Agile and Lean
ways of working, business
leaders can empower teams to
improve production, grow
together, and create better
services for their customers.
These better ways of working
have overflowed from the IT
department to every corner of
successful organizations,
taking root in every industry
from aerospace to accounting,
insurance to shipping. This
book is not about software
development. It is not a book
about the computer industry.
This book is about applying
agility across the entire
organization. It's a book that
will put you at the front of
change and ahead of the
competition.
The DevOps Handbook Gene Kim 2016-10-06
Increase profitability, elevate
work culture, and exceed
productivity goals through
DevOps practices. More than
ever, the effective management
of technology is critical for
business competitiveness. For
decades, technology leaders
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have struggled to balance
agility, reliability, and security.
The consequences of failure
have never been
greater―whether it's the
healthcare.gov debacle,
cardholder data breaches, or
missing the boat with Big Data
in the cloud. And yet, high
performers using DevOps
principles, such as Google,
Amazon, Facebook, Etsy, and
Netflix, are routinely and
reliably deploying code into
production hundreds, or even
thousands, of times per day.
Following in the footsteps of
The Phoenix Project, The
DevOps Handbook shows
leaders how to replicate these
incredible outcomes, by
showing how to integrate
Product Management,
Development, QA, IT
Operations, and Information
Security to elevate your
company and win in the
marketplace.
Pro DevOps with Google Cloud
Platform - Pierluigi Riti
2018-10-24
Use DevOps principles with
Google Cloud Platform (GCP)
to develop applications and
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

services. This book builds
chapter by chapter to a
complete real-life scenario,
explaining how to build,
monitor, and maintain a
complete application using
DevOps in practice. Starting
with core DevOps concepts,
continuous integration, and
continuous delivery, you’ll
cover common tools including
Jenkins, Docker, and
Kubernetes in the context of a
real microservices application
to deploy in the cloud. You will
also create a monitor for your
cloud and see how to use its
data to prevent errors and
improve the stability of the
system. By the end of Pro
DevOps with Google Cloud
Platform, you will be able to
deploy, maintain, and monitor
a real application with GCP.
What You Will LearnBuild and
deploy applications and
services using DevOps on
Google Cloud Platform
Maintain a complete
continuous integration (CI) and
continuous delivery (CD)
pipeline Use containerization
with Docker and Kubernetes
Carry out CD with GCP and
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Jenkins Create microservices
with Jenkins, Docker, and
Kubernetes Monitor your newly
deployed application and its
deployment and performance
Set up security and manage
your network with GCP Who
This Book Is For Developers
and software architects who
want to implement DevOps in
practice. Some prior
programming experience is
recommended as well as a
basic knowledge of a Linux
command-line environment.
A Radical Enterprise - Matt K.
Parker 2022-02-22
The traditional world of work is
in crisis. Today companies have
a choice to make. Either they
continue down the failure path
of business as usual, with its
hierarchy of domination and
coercion, or they choose a
paradigm that has proven
superior business performance.
In the new book from Matt K.
Parker, technology thought
leader and organizational
architect, he breaks down the
four imperatives necessary for
businesses to transform into
radically collaborative
organizations that are able to
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

create and sustain superengaged workforces with
super-competitive results.
Discover the radical shift to
partnership and equality, and
the economic superiority that
follows—get radical and out
engage, out innovate, and
outperform the competition in
the new age of knowledge work
with A Radical Enterprise.
Continuous Delivery - Jez
Humble 2010-07-27
Winner of the 2011 Jolt
Excellence Award! Getting
software released to users is
often a painful, risky, and timeconsuming process. This
groundbreaking new book sets
out the principles and technical
practices that enable rapid,
incremental delivery of high
quality, valuable new
functionality to users. Through
automation of the build,
deployment, and testing
process, and improved
collaboration between
developers, testers, and
operations, delivery teams can
get changes released in a
matter of hours— sometimes
even minutes–no matter what
the size of a project or the
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complexity of its code base. Jez
Humble and David Farley begin
by presenting the foundations
of a rapid, reliable, low-risk
delivery process. Next, they
introduce the “deployment
pipeline,” an automated
process for managing all
changes, from check-in to
release. Finally, they discuss
the “ecosystem” needed to
support continuous delivery,
from infrastructure, data and
configuration management to
governance. The authors
introduce state-of-the-art
techniques, including
automated infrastructure
management and data
migration, and the use of
virtualization. For each, they
review key issues, identify best
practices, and demonstrate
how to mitigate risks. Coverage
includes • Automating all
facets of building, integrating,
testing, and deploying software
• Implementing deployment
pipelines at team and
organizational levels •
Improving collaboration
between developers, testers,
and operations • Developing
features incrementally on large
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

and distributed teams •
Implementing an effective
configuration management
strategy • Automating
acceptance testing, from
analysis to implementation •
Testing capacity and other nonfunctional requirements •
Implementing continuous
deployment and zero-downtime
releases • Managing
infrastructure, data,
components and dependencies
• Navigating risk management,
compliance, and auditing
Whether you’re a developer,
systems administrator, tester,
or manager, this book will help
your organization move from
idea to release faster than
ever—so you can deliver value
to your business rapidly and
reliably.
SAFe 4.5 Reference Guide Dean Leffingwell 2018-05-04
The Must-have Reference
Guide for SAFe® Professionals
“There are a lot of methods of
scale out there, but the Scaled
Agile Framework is the one
lighting up the world.” –Steve
Elliot, Founder/CEO AgileCraft
“Since beginning our LeanAgile journey with SAFe, Vantiv
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has focused its strategic efforts
and its execution. We have
improved the predictability of
product delivery while
maintaining high quality, and
have become even more
responsive to
customers–resulting in higher
customer satisfaction. And just
as important, employee
engagement went up over the
past year.” –Dave Kent,
Enterprise Agile Coach, Vantiv
Fully updated to include the
new innovations in SAFe 4.5,
the SAFe® 4.5 Reference
Guide is ideal for anyone
serious about learning and
implementing the world’s
leading framework for
enterprise agility. Inside, you’ll
find complete coverage of the
scaledagileframework.com
knowledge base, the website
that thousands of the world’s
largest brands turn to for
building better software and
systems. SAFe was developed
from real-world field
experience and provides
proven success patterns for
implementing Lean-Agile
software and systems
development at enterprise
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

scale. This book provides
comprehensive guidance for
work at the enterprise
Portfolio, Large Solution,
Program, and Team levels,
including the various roles,
activities, and artifacts that
constitute the Framework.
Education & Training Key to
Success The practice of SAFe
is spreading rapidly throughout
the world. The majority of
Fortune 100 companies have
certified SAFe professionals
and consultants, as do an
increasing percentage of the
Global 2000. Case study
results–visit
scaledagileframework.com/cas
e-studies–typically include: 30
— 75% faster time-to-market
25 — 75% increase in
productivity 20 — 50%
improvements in quality 10 —
50% increased employee
engagement Successful
implementations may vary in
context but share a common
attribute: a workforce well
trained and educated in SAFe
practices. This book–along with
authorized training and
certification–will help you
understand how to maximize
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the value of your role within a
SAFe organization. The result
is greater alignment and
visibility, improved
performance throughout the
enterprise, and ultimately
better outcomes for the
business.
DevSecOps - Glenn Wilson
2020-12-10
DevSecOps provides a clear
path to building systems and
protocols that promotes taking
ownership of software security
and supports the DevOps
philosophy.
Lean Software Development
- Mary Poppendieck
2003-05-08
Lean Software Development:
An Agile Toolkit Adapting agile
practices to your development
organization Uncovering and
eradicating waste throughout
the software development
lifecycle Practical techniques
for every development
manager, project manager, and
technical leader Lean software
development: applying agile
principles to your organization
In Lean Software Development,
Mary and Tom Poppendieck
identify seven fundamental
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

"lean" principles, adapt them
for the world of software
development, and show how
they can serve as the
foundation for agile
development approaches that
work. Along the way, they
introduce 22 "thinking tools"
that can help you customize
the right agile practices for any
environment. Better, cheaper,
faster software development.
You can have all three–if you
adopt the same lean principles
that have already
revolutionized manufacturing,
logistics and product
development. Iterating towards
excellence: software
development as an exercise in
discovery Managing
uncertainty: "decide as late as
possible" by building change
into the system. Compressing
the value stream: rapid
development, feedback, and
improvement Empowering
teams and individuals without
compromising coordination
Software with integrity:
promoting coherence, usability,
fitness, maintainability, and
adaptability How to "see the
whole"–even when your
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developers are scattered
across multiple locations and
contractors Simply put, Lean
Software Development helps
you refocus development on
value, flow, and people–so you
can achieve breakthrough
quality, savings, speed, and
business alignment.
The Unicorn Project - Gene
Kim 2019-11-26
The Phoenix Project wowed
over a half-million readers.
Now comes the Wall Street
Journal Bestselling The
Unicorn Project! “The Unicorn
Project is amazing, and I loved
it 100 times more than The
Phoenix
Project…”—FERNANDO
CORNAGO, Senior Director
Platform Engineering, Adidas
“Gene Kim does a masterful job
of showing how … the efforts of
many create lasting business
advantages for all.”—DR.
STEVEN SPEAR, author of The
High-Velocity Edge, Sr.
Lecturer at MIT, and principal
of HVE LLC. “The Unicorn
Project is so clever, so good, so
crazy
enlightening!”––CORNELIA
DAVIS, Vice President Of
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

Technology at Pivotal Software,
Inc., Author of Cloud Native
Patterns This highly
anticipated follow-up to the
bestselling title The Phoenix
Project takes another look at
Parts Unlimited, this time from
the perspective of software
development. In The Unicorn
Project, we follow Maxine, a
senior lead developer and
architect, as she is exiled to the
Phoenix Project, to the horror
of her friends and colleagues,
as punishment for contributing
to a payroll outage. She tries to
survive in what feels like a
heartless and uncaring
bureaucracy and to work
within a system where no one
can get anything done without
endless committees,
paperwork, and approvals. One
day, she is approached by a
ragtag bunch of misfits who
say they want to overthrow the
existing order, to liberate
developers, to bring joy back to
technology work, and to enable
the business to win in a time of
digital disruption. To her
surprise, she finds herself
drawn ever further into this
movement, eventually
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becoming one of the leaders of
the Rebellion, which puts her
in the crosshairs of some
familiar and very dangerous
enemies. The Age of Software
is here, and another mass
extinction event looms—this is
a story about rebel developers
and business leaders working
together, racing against time to
innovate, survive, and thrive in
a time of unprecedented
uncertainty...and opportunity.
“The Unicorn Project provides
insanely useful insights on how
to improve your technology
business.”—DOMINICA
DEGRANDIS, author of Making
Work Visible and Director of
Digital Transformation at
Tasktop ——— “My goal in
writing The Unicorn Project
was to explore and reveal the
necessary but invisible
structures required to make
developers (and all engineers)
productive, and reveal the
devastating effects of technical
debt and complexity. I hope
this book can create common
ground for technology and
business leaders to leave the
past behind, and co-create a
better future together.”—Gene
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

Kim, November 2019
Leading the Transformation Gary Gruver 2015
"Software is becoming more
and more important across a
broad range of industries, yet
most technology executives
struggle to deliver software
improvements their businesses
require. Leading-edge
companies like Amazon and
Google are applying DevOps
and Agile principles to deliver
large software projects faster
than anyone thought possible.
But most executives don't
understand how to transform
their current legacy systems
and processes to scale these
principles across their
organizations. Leading the
Transformation is an executive
guide, providing a clear
framework for improving
development and delivery.
Instead of the traditional Agile
and DevOps approaches that
focus on improving the
effectiveness of teams, this
book targets the coordination
of work across teams in large
organizations -- an
improvement that executives
are uniquely positioned to
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lead."--Provided by publisher.
Team Topologies - Matthew
Skelton 2019-09-17
In Team Topologies DevOps
consultants Matthew Skelton
and Manuel Pais share secrets
of successful team patterns and
interactions to help readers
choose and evolve the right
team patterns for their
organization, making sure to
keep the software healthy and
optimize value streams. Team
Topologies will help readers
discover: • Team patterns used
by successful organizations. •
Common team patterns to
avoid with modern software
systems. • When and why to
use different team patterns •
How to evolve teams
effectively. • How to split
software and align to teams.
Agile Project Management with
Azure DevOps - Joachim
Rossberg 2019-04-27
Roll up your sleeves and jump
into Agile project management
to use and customize Microsoft
Azure DevOps. Organizations
adopt Agile practices because
they are a key enabler to run
better projects, get more
successful end results, and
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

achieve an overall higher
quality output. To benefit the
most from Agile, you need an
Application Life Cycle
Management (ALM) or DevOps
toolset that supports your style
and work environment. Agile
Project Management with
Azure DevOps teaches you how
to use Azure DevOps to
implement many Agile
practices such as SAFe, Scrum,
and Kanban, and it shows you
how they fit into a well-planned
Agile implementation. Agile
product owners will learn how
to work with Azure DevOps to
set up a project from scratch,
and to continue using Azure
DevOps throughout. Keeping
track of progress is important
in any project. Author Joachim
Rossberg teaches you about
the tools in Azure DevOps that
can help you track progress
and key metrics, including
those that are available right
out of the box. You will learn
how to create and refine the
backlog, work with Kanban and
Scrum task boards, and get
exposed to valuable key
concepts along the way.
Finally, you will dive into Azure
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DevOps extensibility to learn
about the many ways you can
customize reporting to best
meet your needs What You'll
Learn Understand Agile
product management concepts
and processes for working with
Azure DevOps Discover how
Azure DevOps supports agile
processes end-to-end
Implement Agile processes in
Azure DevOps Customize Azure
DevOps to better support your
processes Complete step-bystep setup of an Agile project
from scratch and manage it
through its life cycle Who This
Book Is For Software product
owners, Agile leaders, Scrum
masters, and software
engineers who use Microsoft
Azure DevOps. A basic
understanding of Agile is
helpful.
The Devops Handbook: How
to Create World-Class
Agility, Reliability, &
Security in Technology
Organizations - Gene Kim
2021-10-05
Increase profitability, elevate
work culture, and exceed
productivity goals with this
updated and expanded edition
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

of the definitive handbook for
DevOps.More than ever, the
effective management of
technology is critical for
business competitiveness. For
decades, technology leaders
have struggled to balance
agility, reliability, and security.
The consequences of failure
have never been
greater―whether it's the
healthcare.gov debacle,
cardholder data breaches, or
missing the boat with Big Data
in the cloud.And yet, high
performers using DevOps
principles, such as Google,
Amazon, Facebook, Etsy, and
Netflix, are routinely and
reliably deploying code into
production hundreds, or even
thousands, of times per
day.Following in the footsteps
of The Phoenix Project, The
DevOps Handbook shows
leaders how to replicate these
incredible outcomes, by
showing how to integrate
Product Management,
Development, QA, IT
Operations, and Information
Security to elevate your
company and win in the
marketplace.
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Effective DevOps - Jennifer
Davis 2016-05-30
Some companies think that
adopting devops means
bringing in specialists or a host
of new tools. With this practical
guide, you’ll learn why devops
is a professional and cultural
movement that calls for change
from inside your organization.
Authors Ryn Daniels and
Jennifer Davis provide several
approaches for improving
collaboration within teams,
creating affinity among teams,
promoting efficient tool usage
in your company, and scaling
up what works throughout your
organization’s inflection points.
Devops stresses iterative
efforts to break down
information silos, monitor
relationships, and repair
misunderstandings that arise
between and within teams in
your organization. By applying
the actionable strategies in this
book, you can make sustainable
changes in your environment
regardless of your level within
your organization. Explore the
foundations of devops and
learn the four pillars of
effective devops Encourage
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

collaboration to help
individuals work together and
build durable and long-lasting
relationships Create affinity
among teams while balancing
differing goals or metrics
Accelerate cultural direction by
selecting tools and workflows
that complement your
organization Troubleshoot
common problems and
misunderstandings that can
arise throughout the
organizational lifecycle Learn
from case studies from
organizations and individuals
to help inform your own devops
journey
Web Operations - John
Allspaw 2010-06-21
A web application involves
many specialists, but it takes
people in web ops to ensure
that everything works together
throughout an application's
lifetime. It's the expertise you
need when your start-up gets
an unexpected spike in web
traffic, or when a new feature
causes your mature application
to fail. In this collection of
essays and interviews, web
veterans such as Theo
Schlossnagle, Baron Schwartz,
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and Alistair Croll offer insights
into this evolving field. You'll
learn stories from the trenches-from builders of some of the
biggest sites on the Web--on
what's necessary to help a site
thrive. Learn the skills needed
in web operations, and why
they're gained through
experience rather than
schooling Understand why it's
important to gather metrics
from both your application and
infrastructure Consider
common approaches to
database architectures and the
pitfalls that come with
increasing scale Learn how to
handle the human side of
outages and degradations Find
out how one company avoided
disaster after a huge traffic
deluge Discover what went
wrong after a problem occurs,
and how to prevent it from
happening again Contributors
include: John Allspaw Heather
Champ Michael Christian
Richard Cook Alistair Croll
Patrick Debois Eric Florenzano
Paul Hammond Justin Huff
Adam Jacob Jacob Loomis Matt
Massie Brian Moon Anoop
Nagwani Sean Power Eric Ries
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

Theo Schlossnagle Baron
Schwartz Andrew Shafer
Beyond The Phoenix Project Gene Kim 2018-02-27
This is a companion transcript
of the audio series, Beyond The
Phoenix Project, intended to be
used for reference and to
enable further research of
cited material, and not as a
standalone work. In the audio
series, Gene Kim and John
Willis present a nine-part
discussion that includes an oral
history of the DevOps
movement, as well as
discussions around pivotal
figures and philosophies that
DevOps draws upon, from
Goldratt to Deming; from Lean
to Safety Culture to Learning
Organizations.The book is a
great way for listeners to take
an even deeper dive into topics
relevant to DevOps and leading
technology organizations.
The Phoenix Project - Gene
Kim 2018-02-27
Bill has 90 days to fix a behindschedule IT project, or his
entire department will be
outsourced. Fortunately, he
has the help of a prospective
board member, whose "Three
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Ways" philosophy might just
save the day.
The Art of Capacity Planning John Allspaw 2008-09-23
Success on the web is
measured by usage and
growth. Web-based companies
live or die by the ability to
scale their infrastructure to
accommodate increasing
demand. This book is a handson and practical guide to
planning for such growth, with
many techniques and
considerations to help you
plan, deploy, and manage web
application infrastructure. The
Art of Capacity Planning is
written by the manager of data
operations for the worldfamous photo-sharing site
Flickr.com, now owned by
Yahoo! John Allspaw combines
personal anecdotes from many
phases of Flickr's growth with
insights from his colleagues in
many other industries to give
you solid guidelines for
measuring your growth,
predicting trends, and making
cost-effective preparations.
Topics include: Evaluating
tools for measurement and
deployment Capacity analysis
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

and prediction for storage,
database, and application
servers Designing
architectures to easily add and
measure capacity Handling
sudden spikes Predicting
exponential and explosive
growth How cloud services
such as EC2 can fit into a
capacity strategy In this book,
Allspaw draws on years of
valuable experience, starting
from the days when Flickr was
relatively small and had to deal
with the typical growth pains
and cost/performance tradeoffs of a typical company with a
Web presence. The advice he
offers in The Art of Capacity
Planning will not only help you
prepare for explosive growth, it
will save you tons of grief.
DevOps For Beginners - Craig
Berg 2020-06-12
Have you been looking for a
way to boost your skills and
become a master in DevOps for
your business or career in
software development but lack
an excellent, high-quality guide
to assist you get there? And are
you looking for a guide that is
simple, assuring and easy to
follow? If you've answered
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YES, keep reading... You Are
About To Discover The Ins And
Outs Of Dev-Ops, Including
How To Leverage Its Power To
Your Advantage In Your
Business Or Career! It goes
without saying that DevOps is
one of the greatest inventions
in software development. It
came to satisfy a need to get
away from the traditional
software design for efficiency,
collaboration and productivity
in development processes, and
by extension to boost business
growth. Did you know that
businesses that adopt DevOps
enjoy up to 60% more revenue
rates and profit than their
reticent counterparts?
Unfortunately, great as it is,
DevOps remains one of the
most misunderstood conceptseven by tutors across the
world! Similarly, for someone
who's just getting into the
software development scene or
someone wh0 has drowned in
the "Waterfall" methodology a
couple of times before, it may
seem like something a little
complex or one that requires
some skill, or lots of effort and
time to master. If you can
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

relate, you must have
wondered: What's DevOps all
about, and is there a way to
learn it quickly? What does
DevOps entail? How exactly
would I benefit from learning
DevOps? How and where do I
get started? Is DevOps agile?
How does it work? So if such
questions have been keeping
you from making the next
important step in your career
or business with DevOps, then
this simple, clear and
straightforward guide is here
for you. With it, you'll learn:
What DevOps is and why you
need it The features of DevOps
architecture The potential
benefits and risks of using
DevOps What you need to know
about the DevOps lifecycle The
ins and outs of the DevOps
architecture The workflow and
principles of DevOps The
DevOps tools you need to know
and use How DevOps
automation works Who DevOps
engineers are, and the roles
they play The methodologies
and pipelines of DevOps you
need to familiarize yourself
with The DevOps Amazon Web
Services The tools and tutorials
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for DevOps, including their
features and benefits How to
install GIT on Mac, Linux and
Windows ...And much more! Do
you prefer practical guides that
you can implement as you go
(not ones that are heavy on
theory- that require taking
loads of caffeine to complete)?
Do you want a beginners' book
that is exciting to follow and
well-structured for quick
comprehension? Then don't let
this one slip away. Even if this
is your first time actually
wanting to learn DevOps, this
book will hold you by the hand
until you feel confident about
it! Don't wait... Scroll up and
click Buy Now With 1-Click or
Buy Now to get started!
The DevOps Handbook - Gene
Kim 2016
DevOps for the Modern
Enterprise - Mirco Hering
2018-04-03
Many organizations are facing
the uphill battle of modernizing
their legacy IT infrastructure.
Most have evolved over the
years by taking lessons from
traditional or legacy
manufacturing: creating a
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

production process that puts
the emphasis on the process
instead of the people
performing the tasks, allowing
the organization to treat people
like resources to try to achieve
high-quality outcomes. But
those practices and ideas are
failing modern IT, where
collaboration and creativeness
are required to achieve highperforming, high-quality
success. Mirco Hering, a
thought leader in managing IT
within legacy organizations,
lays out a roadmap to success
for IT managers, showing them
how to create the right
ecosystem, how to empower
people to bring their best to
work every day, and how to put
the right technology in the
driver's seat to propel their
organization to success. But
just having the right methods
and tools will not magically
transform an organization; the
cultural change that is the
hardest is also the most
impactful. Using principles
from Agile, Lean, and DevOps
as well as first-hand examples
from the enterprise world,
Hering addresses the different
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challenges that legacy
organizations face as they
transform into modern IT
departments.
Continuous Integration - Paul
M. Duvall 2007-06-29
For any software developer
who has spent days in
“integration hell,” cobbling
together myriad software
components, Continuous
Integration: Improving
Software Quality and Reducing
Risk illustrates how to
transform integration from a
necessary evil into an everyday
part of the development
process. The key, as the
authors show, is to integrate
regularly and often using
continuous integration (CI)
practices and techniques. The
authors first examine the
concept of CI and its practices
from the ground up and then
move on to explore other
effective processes performed
by CI systems, such as
database integration, testing,
inspection, deployment, and
feedback. Through more than
forty CI-related practices using
application examples in
different languages, readers
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

learn that CI leads to more
rapid software development,
produces deployable software
at every step in the
development lifecycle, and
reduces the time between
defect introduction and
detection, saving time and
lowering costs. With successful
implementation of CI,
developers reduce risks and
repetitive manual processes,
and teams receive better
project visibility. The book
covers How to make
integration a “non-event” on
your software development
projects How to reduce the
amount of repetitive processes
you perform when building
your software Practices and
techniques for using CI
effectively with your teams
Reducing the risks of late
defect discovery, low-quality
software, lack of visibility, and
lack of deployable software
Assessments of different CI
servers and related tools on the
market The book’s companion
Web site,
www.integratebutton.com,
provides updates and code
examples.
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Remote Team Interactions
Workbook - Matthew Skelton
2022-04-26
In the new remote-first and
hybrid workplace, many
organizations are struggling to
catch up with new tooling and
ways of working. Many are
discovering for the first time
that the physical office was
covering up poorly defined
teams and poorly defined areas
of focus, threatening their
DevOps transformation efforts
and the overall health and
success of their business.
Matthew Skelton and Manuel
Pais, coauthors of the highly
successful Team Topologies,
provide proven patterns for a
successful remote-first
approach to teams. Using
simple tools for dependency
tracking and patterns from
Team Topologies, such as the
Team API, organizations will
find that well-defined team
interactions are key to effective
IT delivery in the remote-first
world. This workbook explores
several aspects of team-first
remote work, including: •How
the new “remote-first” world is
highlighting existing poor team
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

interactions within
organizations. •Why
organizations should use the
Team API pattern to define and
communicate the focus of
teams. •How organizations can
track and remove team-level
dependencies. •How and why
organizations should design
inter-team communications
consciously. •How and why
organizations can use the three
team interaction modes from
Team Topologies
(collaboration, x-as-a-service,
and facilitating) to help. The
ideas and patterns presented
here will help your
organization become more
effective with a team-based,
remote-first approach to
building and running software
systems.
The Site Reliability
Workbook - Betsy Beyer
2018-07-25
In 2016, Google’s Site
Reliability Engineering book
ignited an industry discussion
on what it means to run
production services today—and
why reliability considerations
are fundamental to service
design. Now, Google engineers
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who worked on that bestseller
introduce The Site Reliability
Workbook, a hands-on
companion that uses concrete
examples to show you how to
put SRE principles and
practices to work in your
environment. This new
workbook not only combines
practical examples from
Google’s experiences, but also
provides case studies from
Google’s Cloud Platform
customers who underwent this
journey. Evernote, The Home
Depot, The New York Times,
and other companies outline
hard-won experiences of what
worked for them and what
didn’t. Dive into this workbook
and learn how to flesh out your
own SRE practice, no matter
what size your company is.
You’ll learn: How to run
reliable services in
environments you don’t
completely control—like cloud
Practical applications of how to
create, monitor, and run your
services via Service Level
Objectives How to convert
existing ops teams to
SRE—including how to dig out
of operational overload
devops-handbook-world-class-reliability-organizations

Methods for starting SRE from
either greenfield or brownfield
The Phoenix Project - Gene Kim
2018-02-06
***Over a half-million sold! The
sequel, The Unicorn Project, is
coming Nov 26*** “Every
person involved in a failed IT
project should be forced to
read this book.”—TIM
O’REILLY, Founder & CEO of
O’Reilly Media “The Phoenix
Project is a must read for
business and IT executives who
are struggling with the
growing complexity of
IT.”—JIM WHITEHURST,
President and CEO, Red Hat,
Inc. Five years after this
sleeper hit took on the world of
IT and flipped it on it's head,
the 5th Anniversary Edition of
The Phoenix Project continues
to guide IT in the DevOps
revolution. In this newly
updated and expanded edition
of the bestselling The Phoenix
Project, co-author Gene Kim
includes a new afterword and a
deeper delve into the Three
Ways as described in The
DevOps Handbook. Bill, an IT
manager at Parts Unlimited,
has been tasked with taking on
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a project critical to the future
of the business, code named
Phoenix Project. But the
project is massively over
budget and behind schedule.
The CEO demands Bill must fix
the mess in ninety days or else
Bill's entire department will be
outsourced. With the help of a
prospective board member and
his mysterious philosophy of
The Three Ways, Bill starts to
see that IT work has more in
common with a manufacturing
plant work than he ever
imagined. With the clock
ticking, Bill must organize
work flow streamline
interdepartmental
communications, and
effectively serve the other
business functions at Parts
Unlimited. In a fast-paced and
entertaining style, three
luminaries of the DevOps
movement deliver a story that
anyone who works in IT will
recognize. Readers will not
only learn how to improve their
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own IT organizations, they'll
never view IT the same way
again. “This book is a gripping
read that captures brilliantly
the dilemmas that face
companies which depend on IT,
and offers real-world
solutions.”—JEZ HUMBLE, Coauthor of Continuous Delivery,
Lean Enterprise, Accelerate,
and The DevOps Handbook
———— “I’m delighted at how
The Phoenix Project has
reshaped so many
conversations in technology.
My goal in writing The Unicorn
Project was to explore and
reveal the necessary but
invisible structures required to
make developers (and all
engineers) productive, and
reveal the devastating effects
of technical debt and
complexity. I hope this book
can create common ground for
technology and business
leaders to leave the past
behind, and co-create a better
future together.”—Gene Kim,
November 2019
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